PART 3:

GAME CONCEPTS

11 vs. 11
1.1 Systems in Hockey
WITH BALL

WITHOUT BALL

Play it out
- no risks
- set patterns

Breakdown
- channel
- apply pressure
to force faulty/
risky passes/
play

Build
- little risk

Delay/
Breakdown

Build
- more risk
- transfer play

Delay/
slow down

Create chances/
opportunities
Score

Disrupt scoring
opportunities
Block/tackle
Defend goal

Attacking
rebounds

Defend
rebounds

Tactics are the way in which the opponents, individually and collectively, is organise themselves
or a team in a team sport. The team controlling the ball is the 'attacking' team; the team without
the ball is the 'defending' team. Thus we can refer to 'offensive' and 'defensive' tactics.
Individual tactics refer to the tactical actions taken by a single player in a given situation.
Collective tactics mean:
 The tactical actions of the whole team: the team tactics
 The tactical actions of the various lines in the team: the line tactics
 The tactical actions of several players grouped together on the field: the group tactics
Factors that played an important role in the fast development of hockey tactics are:
 The tactical development of other ball sports (basketball, soccer)
 Bringing in medical and conditioning personnel, improving physical performance and
movement techniques
 The building of several synthetic turf fields, making the game faster and also improving
techniques such as passing, making it more effective overall
 Frequent changing of rules: adaptation to make the game more dynamic, e.g. doing away with
the off-side rule
 Change in the interpretation of the rules, e.g. allowing a high ball or reverse stick
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1.2 Tactics for Youth Teams
The system you choose to play depends on the technical and tactical abilities of players available and
the expected game plan of the opposition. A system is meant to bring order to and divide tasks amongst
the 11 players. The development of systems is there to make the game more dynamic.
The 11 players are divided into various lines:
 The back line (defenders) play just in front of the keeper and usually constitutes 1 free defender
and 3 (or 4) other defenders. We more or less see 4 defenders if the back line plays without a free
defender;
 The midfield consists of 2, 3 or 4 players (midfielders);
 The forward line consists of 2, 3, or 4 strikers.
Several variations can be achieved during set-up. The most well-known are:
Formation 1
K-1-3-3-3 (with sweeper playing behind the three defenders)

The advantage of this system is that the defenders always have cover and opposition’s space to attack
into is limited.
The disadvantage of this system is that you do not have extra midfield player.
K-3-1-3-3 (with a sweeper playing in front of the defensive line)

The advantage of this formation is that you have a free player behind the midfield. The extra player can
assist in the midfield with ball possession and attack. In the case of defensive play, you have an extra
defender behind the midfielders and defensive tactics can be engaged higher up in the field.
The disadvantage is that the team plays a 1-on-1 game in the defence, and thus has no cover for the
defenders.
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Formation 2
K-3-4-3 (four man midfield in a diamond, square or trough)

The advantage of this formation is that you have a free player behind the midfield. The extra player can
assist in the midfield with ball possession and attack. In the case of defensive play, you have an extra
defender behind the midfielders and defensive tactics can be engaged higher up in the field.
The disadvantage is that the team plays a 1-on-1 game in the defence, and thus there is no cover for the
defenders.
Formation 3
K-1-3-4-2 (four man midfield in a diamond, square or trough)

The advantage of this system is that you have cover in defence and an extra player in the midfield.
The disadvantage is that you are compromised in attack as there are only 2 strikers.

1.2.1 Defence Line
 One free defender (sweeper). This defender gives cover and depth behind the other 3 defenders;
 Two wing defenders; left and right outside halves who defend the outside strikers of the opposing
team.
 One central defender (center back) who defends the centre striker.
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Basic Terms in Defence:
Man-to-Man Marking
Marking of a player by standing close to them wherever they move
Zonal Marking and Defence
The defender defends a zone around him and picks up any player or ball that passes through it.
Cover Defence
Deep defensive support from a defending team mate.
Double Defence
Defensive team work which encourages the high defender to channel an attacker onto the front stick
side of the supportive cover defender.
The outside defenders get the most opportunity to attack. The central defender can be used as a
surprise attack because center strikers are not always mindful of reverse defending or reverse pressing.

1.2.2 The Midfield Line
The following formation possibilities can be seen in the midfield line:
A Diagonal Line: The central mid-fielder acts as a pivot for the left and right midfielder, usually one
acts more offensively, and the other acts more defensively.

An Attacking Triangle: The two outside midfielders are higher and more attacking with the central
midfielder deeper.
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A Defensive Triangle: The central midfielder plays ahead of the deeper outside midfielders.

Four Midfielders: More or less playing on 1 straight line.

Three-One Formation: One attacking midfielder.

One-Three Formation: One defensive midfielder.
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Diamond Formation: One central attacking midfielder and one central defensive midfielder.

Trough Formation: (trough) with 2 offensive and 2 defensive players.

Role of the Midfielders
Support in Attack:
 Lead to establishes clear passing links to players from the defence line
 Responsible for good connecting passes to the players in the striker line
 Deep supporting leads to players in the striker line (V-passes)
 Assist forward attacking tactics
 Make penetrating attacking runs into the space created by the high players
 Can add width to attacks on the sides of the field
 Key players in restarts (free hits, sideline hits)
Support in Defence:
 Responsible for spatial defence between the strikers when the opposition clears the ball from the
circle
 Must make a defensive decision (man-on-man marking or zonal marking) when opposition
approaches
 Responsible to mark. channel and tackle the opposite midfielder
 Defensively overloading the opposition
 Eliminating key opposition players through tight defensive marking
Turnover and Dominance:
Turnover of the ball can be unexpected and midfielders need to have good reactions to these situations.
Players with good insight and experience definitely have an advantage in reading the game and being
able to turnover ball possession.
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1.2.3 The Striker Line
The striker line can consist of 4, 3 or 2 strikers, depending on the team system.
Two Strikers

Three Strikers

Four Strikers
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Role of the Strikers
Support in Attack:
The following attacking tactical aspects are important for the striker line:
 Lose the opposition marker, thus become open to receive passes from team mates. Timing of leads
is important
 Maintain an attacking position
 Rotate positions across the width of the field to confuse the opposition defence
 Lead to create space for team mates running with the ball

Penetrate the oppositions defensive line
 Attack to the circle as quickly as possible, either individually or with short passing combinations
Support in Defensive
When defending, attention must be given to:
 Disrupt the oppositions attacking lines especially when zonal marking is used to cut parts of the
field. Zone defence is used to force the opposition to take risks out the back thus force them to
make mistakes
 Quick reverse press pressure on opposition defenders and midfielders to channel or gain
possession of the ball
 Close down and channel opposition defenders
 Falling back to own half to get defensive numbers behind the ball

1.2.4 Summary
When developing a tactical system, ensure that all players know and understand their positional roles.
It is also recommended that players are given the opportunity to play different positions so as to
enhance their tactical knowledge. Incorporating match-oriented exercises or training game situations is
imperative during training sessions. The level of tactical ability displayed by the team, is dependent on
the technical abilities of the individual players.
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1.3 Individual Tasks of Players
Position
Goalkeeper

Without the Ball/ Defensive Role
 Last line of defence behind
defenders
 Communicate defensive
instructions/directives
 Give cover defence to defenders
 Mark extra man that breaks
through
 Set up double defence with other
defenders to force turnovers.

With the Ball/ Attacking Role
 Communicate attacking
instructions/directives

 High marking of the center
striker;
 If the back three are man-to-man
marking, the high defender can
step up on opposition players who
break through as an extra attacker
Ball side:
 Man-to-man marking of left
striker
 Channel opposition to front stick
side
Help side:
 Cover defence
Ball side:
 Man-to- man marking of right
striker
 Channel opposition to front stick
side
Help side:
 Cover defence

 Move into midfield and assist with
attack
 Move to support midfielders
(moves into the midline), provide
cover behind the midfield line, and
facilitate outlet passes

Centre Midfielder

 Drop behind the line of the ball as
soon as possible after a turnover
 Delay tackling, concentrate on
channeling the opposition attack
left
 Restricting opponents attacking
space

 Restrict 1vs1 in the middle of the
field (too high a risk)
 Responsible for triangular shape in
the midfield, depth or height in
attack
 Lead to encourage passes from the
defensive zone
 Create depth to the striker attack–
guard player

Right Midfielder

 Must get behind the ball
immediately after loss of
possession
 Ball side-help side defence

 Maintain triangular set-up in the
midfield by staying on the inside of
the right striker
 Join attack on the ball side and drop
defensively on the help side

Sweeper

Center Back

Right Defender

Left Defender

 Move into midfield and assist with
attack
 Move to support midfielders
(moves into the midline), provide
cover behind the midfield line, and
facilitate outlet passes

 Provide attacking width on the
sideline
 Provide outlet pass to the right hand
side attack
 Assist with left hand side build up
play to the half way line
 Provide attacking width on the
sideline
 Provide outlet pass to the right hand
side attack
 Assist with left hand side build up
play to the half way line
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Left Midfielder

 Must get behind the ball
immediately after loss of
possession
 Ball side-help side defence

 Maintain triangular set-up in the
midfield by staying on the inside of
the left striker
 Join attack on the ball side and drop
defensively on the help side

Right Striker

 Close down attacking space of the
opposition left half
 Channel and delay attack
 Turnover possession if possible

 Eliminate the left half and cut to the
inside as soon as possible (shortest
way to the goal)
 If there is cover defence, attack in
pairs with the center striker or right
midfielder
 Make a high, baseline lead when
attack is down left hand side

Left Striker

 Close down attacking space of the
opposition right half
 Channel and delay attack
 Turnover possession if possible

 Eliminate the right half and cut to
the inside as soon as possible
(shortest way to the goal)
 If there is cover defence, attack in
pairs with the center striker or left
midfielder
 Make a high, baseline lead when
attack is down right hand side

Center Striker

 Force the opposition left and
block play to the right hand side

 If the ball is with the right or left
striker, stretch the field by leading
to the baseline
 Attack space or the reverse stick
side of the last line of defence.
 In the circle, occupy the 7 yard area
ahead of the goal mouth
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2. SET PIECES
2.1 Penalty Corners
2.1.1 Attacking Penalty Corners
To make the most of penalty corners opportunities in matches it is important that attention is given
to training them during training sessions. Not only the attacking penalty corner is important, but
also the defensive corner must be just as efficient and organised.
Below are some important facets of the Penalty Corner:
1. The set-up
2. Push out (injector)
3. Stick stop
4. The hitter
5. Attacking rebounds and deflections

1.

The Set-up (Figure 1)

Generally 6 to 7 players stand on the edge off the circle.
These players have there own individual roles:
1. The push out injects the ball into the circle and covers the short rebound on the goalkeepers
right
2. The stick stopper stops the ball and rolls the ball back into the circle
3. The striker hits, slaps or drag flicks the ball in the direction of the goal
4. Slip hitter hits, slaps or drag flicks the ball when slipped from the stick stop. Also covers the
long rebound to the goalkeepers right
5. Deflection runner or covers the long rebound on the goalkeepers left
6. Deflection runner and covers the short rebound from the goalkeepers left
Important: In this situation the ball gets pushed in from the left side of the goal box.

Fig 1
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2.

Injector

The ball can be injected by a push, hit or a drag.
The Push:
 Advantages
- The push is well directed and flat
- The release of the ball can be disguised, making it difficult for the opposition to
predict when the push out will occur
 Disadvantages
- Injection speed is softer
The Hit:

 Advantages
- Injection speed is much harder
 Disadvantages
- The hit is less accurate
- The defenders’ reaction is much quicker, because they can react to the back swing

The Drag:
 Advantages
- Pass is hard and accurate
- Pass is flat
 Disadvantages
- Can only be used effectively on artificial turf

It is recommended that the ball is pushed from the left side. This makes it easier for the hitter to
hit the ball from the stick stop and it is easier to roll the ball to either side of the stopper.
3. Stick Stop
The technique used by the stick stop is determined by the quality of the players and the playing
surface. The stopper needs to be agile and have a low body position. The eye-ball contact must be
made over the whole distance until it reaches the stick. Hand position will vary according to
personal preference but hands must be separate (2 fists) to ensure stick stability. The face of the
stick is tilted forward.
At the moment of the stop, the player must be still with the right foot forward. After the ball is
stop it must be moved into the circle as quickly as possible.
4. The Hitter
The rhythm and movement of the hitter must be one smooth forward movement. The stick is taken
back and away and as the player moves forward he swings through with the stick (quicker action).
The rhythm of the body movement adds momentum to the hit. After the hit the player follows the
ball into the circle for the long rebound. The hit is not just about power but also the control of the
hit. As the player improves it will become more accurate and more powerful.
5. Rebounds
The players covering the short rebound zone are right and left of the keeper depending on where
the ball is hit. The hitter and stopper will cover the rebound ball in the middle of the circle.
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2.1.2 Defensive Penalty Corners
It is important that the defenders understand their individual job clearly and cooperate as a
defensive team.

Fig 2
1.

The Goalkeeper (1)
Immediately aligns himself in the direct line of the ball.

2.

The Post Player (2)






Step out just ahead of the line at the feet of the goalkeeper
Body weight slightly on the toes
Relaxed grip and keep stick still
Keep stick still

3.

First Wave(3)
The first wave needs an explosive start and, run out as hard as possible. Their role is to either
place pressure on the hitter or block the shot by putting the stick in line with the ball. The
stick is held in the right hand and the stick face is tilted forward, so that the ball does not
deflect off the stick when it hits it. This player keeps his body out of the line of the ball and
never crosses the path of the ball.

4.

Second and Third wave (4 & 5)
These defenders are responsible for clearing of the ball that has rebounded off the goalkeeper
pads, and defending the left and right side deflections.
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2.2 Defensive Presses
Introduction
To provide a general outline we divide the field up into three zones (see figure 3).
Attacking Third
When the opponents are in possession of the ball in their defensive third, three basic types of
defensive tactics are used:
 Full Press
 ¾ Press
 Half Court Press
These terms refer to the area on the field where the defensive pressure is applied to the opposition.
The choice of defensive tactic depends on a number of factors; for example:
 The score
 The time remaining in the half or game
 The ability of the opposition or certain players in the opposition to deal with the pressure
Although the general tactic needs to be decided on and communicated to the team before the match
some degree of flexibility should be incorporated in the strategy.

Fig 3
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2.2.1

Full Press

As the defending team maximum pressure is placed on the ball. This is achieved by the three
forwards lining up in such a way that the play is forced to the side of the field, preferably the left
side of the field which is normally easier to defend (see figure 4).
The rest of the team organises themselves behind the strikers making sure that the direct pass is not
allowed to pass through their defence line.
Once the ball has reached the side of the field, one striker cuts off the ball back to the middle of the
field. The entire team reacts to this situation by stepping up ahead of their direct opposition
They use this method to:
- win the ball on the intercept if the attempt to pass through the press is poor
- force the opposition to try and run the ball out of trouble allowing the players who are
pressing to dispossess and counter attack. This can be achieved by double-defence or tackling
Essentially the tactic involves:
- Squeezing the opposition into an area of the field
- Overloading the area with players cutting down their space, time and options
- And winning the ball in the turnover
NB: there has to be a “point” to the press, i.e. the first player who puts pressure on the ball carrier
is the “point” and all other defenders take their defensive lines from this player.

Fig 4

Fig 5
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2.2.2 Midfield Press (3/4 Press)
The three quarters press has the defence holding back midway between the attacking 25 and the
half way line before putting pressure on the opposition. The basic tactic remains the same as the
full press with pressure on the middle of the field forcing the ball to be played wide then
overloading the flank with defenders (see figure 6).
The obvious advantage in using this type of defence is that it draws the opponents out of their
defensive ¼ and allows space behind them for the counter attack. From the attacking team’s point
of view the press is exerted in a larger area of the field, which makes it marginally easier and less
risky to play the ball out.

Fig 6
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2.2.3

Half Court Press

Half court press is similar in set up except it uses the half way line as the mark at which defending
begins This type of defence relies on the opposition losing patience and trying to make passes
through a congested area which are then intercepted and the counter attack is employed in the
space behind players who have come forward.
The advantages for the defending teams are similar to those associated with the 3/4 press but risks
allowing the opponent within reach of their defensive circle. The no offside rule also affects this
defence as good running off the ball can stretch the press making it less effective.

Fig 7
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2.3 Defending outside the Circle
The closer the ball is to the goal, the tighter the marking needs to be. It must also be aggressive,
allowing opportunity for defender to intercept passes ahead of the receiving player. The marking
system must also allow for cover at all times. This is also dependent on where the ball is. Each
area of the field calls for a slightly different style of marking and these are as follows:
Ball on the attacking left hand side

Marking on the side of the ball is tight and allows for intercepts

Marking in the middle of the field is similar

Marking on far side is goal side and allows for cover defence.

Fig 7
Ball in the centre of the field
 Defenders are all fairly tight in this situation
 Always on the ball side of opponent
 Ready to intercept and counter attack

Fig 8
In this situation and other similar situations the tactic of “fake space” can be employed. A
defender can “allow” more space encouraging the pass to the “open” player. As the pass is made,
the defender steps to intercept, tackles or sets up a double defence.
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Ball on the attacking right hand side

Marking on the side of the ball is tight and allows for intercepts

Marking in the middle of the field is similar

Marking on far side is goal side and allows for cover defence.

Fig 9
Important
Defenders must have feet and shoulders perpendicular to the line of pass, in order to have ball and
receiving player in their field of vision. This maximise the opportunity of intercepting the pass.
The Basic Defensive Rules
 Closer to ball
 Closer to goal
 Have the ball and receiving attacking player in view
 The defenders should always ensure that if an attacker receives the pass they are between the
ball and the goals
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2.4 Positional Changes in Defence
Marking positional changes need to take place when the opposition switch or transfer the ball across
the field.
Ball Moving across the Field from Left to Right
Players closest to the ball (ball side) mark very tightly while the players furthest from the ball provide
cover defence yet still being in a position to intercept. (Fig 10)

Fig 10

As the ball moves towards the centre of the field the following changes take place: (Fig 11)




RH moves slightly infield
CB moves to left shoulder of centre forward into a position which would allow an intercept
LH steps closer to RW

Fig 11
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As the ball moves to the right, the marking adjusts as follows: (Fig 12)




LH marks tightly in a position ready to intercept any pass
CB moves closer to ball side
RH drops slightly to provides extra cover

Fig 12
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2.5 16 Yard Out-Letting
The aim of the team, in possession of the ball, in this defensive area of the field, is to move it to
the midfield or attacking third as quickly as possible. Most opposing teams will play with three
forwards who have the task of placing pressure on the back four defenders. Good, intelligent interpassing skills can create an overload situation out the back.
2.6.1. Out-letting when little or no Pressure is exerted by the Opposition Team
There are various ways of getting the ball out of this area and some are illustrated below to
highlight the basic attacking principles;
Option 1 (Figure 13)
The CB moves the ball to the outside defender with speed. The CB then makes a support lead into
the midfield. The following points are important;
 Ball pace and rhythm of attack
 Angle of pass
 Attract defender to create 2 vs. 1 with opposite striker

Fig 13

Option 2 (Figure 14)
The CB or SW pushes up into midfield to create extra man in midfield.
The pass is played direct to CB (a) or to RH (b) and then into the free player. Outside halves play
deeper and closer to SW.
Midfield players should be aware of this movement and adjust positioning to create options. E.g.
Right midfield moves wide.

Fig 14
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Other Options (Figure 15)
a) Long pass to RM or LM who bounces ball back to outside half on the run
b) Long pass to CF or other forwards who bounce ball back to midfield player
Remember when playing against a good defence, midfield players and forwards need to have the
ability to receive and eliminate markers to create overlap.

Fig 15

2.6.2. Out-letting when Maximum Pressure is exerted by the Opposition Team
Many opposition teams will high press the defence when the ball is deep in the defensive third,
especially when the ball is on the side of the field. Defenders need to recognise the situation and
respond according.
There are a few options:
Around the Press
Teams have the option of playing the ball deep to the sweeper who transfers the ball to the
opposite side of the field. (Option a, figure 16)
Through the Press
Player with a really hard, accurate hit (with disguise on the direction) can hit through the press to
a high forward in space. (Option b, Figure 16)
Over the Press
When the occasion presents itself the aerial ball can destroy a really tight press
Into the Press
Play the ball into the press (“suck” the play in) and then quickly switch the ball out of the press.
A good midfield player, with sound receiving skills and strength on the ball, can draw the
opponent into him and then with good control, can move the ball to players in space on the
opposite side of the field. (Option d, figure 16)
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Fig 16
Important in these situations:
 Take free hits quickly
 Get players inside the press, in front of their direct opponent to act as blockers
 Receive the ball, force a second free hit, and retake quickly. (rolling maul)
 Avoid playing ball left
 Keep high risk passes to a minimum

“Suck” opposition in then quickly switch play
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